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VII London Poetry Festival 2018: October 14-15: 19:30-22:00
London Poetry Festival: Every October 14-17
The VII London Poetry Festival 2018 is taking place on Sunday-Monday, October 14-15, 19:30-22:00 at St
Matthews at Elephant and Castle, Meadow Row, Off New Kent Road, London SE1 6RG. Two evenings will
celebrate and present poetry and music and feature the VII Festival Artist in Residence Dr Ramya Mohan
with all her artistic works, including, a musical performance and an art exhibition of her paintings. Along
with Dr Mohan the VI Festival Artist is Residence Ms Kerry-Fleur Schleifer, who, in addition to being a
painter and artist, a poet, singer and musician, will perform her music and poetry as well.
The Festival is, as is The Humanion, part of Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd, which is a human enterprise,
registered as a not for profit social enterprise and tickets of the Festival are FREE to the public; however, a
voluntary donation is asked for to support the works of The Foundation. Tickets must be booked as seats are
limited. Tickets can be booked through the Festival Eventbrite Page.
The Festival is a celebration of poetry and music and the humanity out of which all arts, crafts, painting,
music and poetry arise. Everyone is invited to join in the celebrations. Poets and musicians, bands and
groups, who would like to take part are invited to contact us. Places are allocated for reading or any other
performance on a first come first given basis. The Festival is a celebration of our humanity, our common
connections and bonds and human fellowship in reality, in real community and in real society. You are
welcome to join the Festival and meet others and you connect and share and take forward the present into
the future.
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Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd is the first ever Human Enterprise in the World. Human Enterprise is envisioned in the
philosophy of Humanics, that outlines a vision of humanity existing without ownership but a belongingship in which nothing is
owned by either person:s or body:s and along with ownership’s disappearance money, too, does not exist and the entire human
creativity, economic, business, trade and commerce is organised and run by humanity in Human Enterprise. In such a humanical
society, everything belongs to all and everyone equally and at all times under the law in natural justice, which is conducted
through a direct democracy, called, Humanicsovics or Humanicsocracy. In this The Foundation is not owned by any but since we
function in an ownership-based society and econo-political system, all the assets and incomes of The Foundation are owned by
The Foundation and the ownership is exercised by the System prescribed by The Foundation’s Articles of Association by which it
was set up and registered. No one makes or takes profit out of The Foundation nor does The Foundation pay any ‘profit’ or
‘dividend’ to anyone: neither person:s nor body’s. All its assets and incomes are spent and invested in advancing the set out aims,
objectives and vision of The Foundation. The Foundation is registered in England and Wales as a Social Enterprise, a Not For
Profit Foundation: Company No: 11346648: Support The Foundation.
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